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SUMMER SHOW REPORT

It certainly makes a change to be able to report that we had warm weather at
Streatlam! After the horrendous hail, wind and rain at our Spring event, we were
almost basking in Mediterranean sunshine. It really did set things up for a great day.
My two fears on show day is that one of the judges will not make it at the last minute
and an entry for the Welsh classes won’t have arrived, so will not be catalogued, but
the pony still turns up on the day!!! Since the Post Office changed their system and
postage is now charged on the size of the envelope, it has presented problems to
some competitors. The only way I know something is amiss is when a card arrives
through my door to advise me there is an item at the main sorting office that could
not be delivered because of insufficient postage! I did have one during the last week
prior to the show but it is just not feasible to trail over there to collect it.
Obviously I send the numbers out in SAE’s when they arrive early, but I don’t post
numbers out when the entries arrive during the end of the last week. May I suggest
e mailing me if you haven’t received your numbers, just to check. More reliable than
a phone message as I am always on the computer at some time during the day.
Because I know how much preparation goes into your ponies, I did allow the
competitor into their class but I would not have been able to award the Medal/ Medal
rosette to them had they won it! I have to submit a catalogue to the WP&CS prior
to the show and only those entries listed are eligible for their medals etc. So it
really is worth checking. As far as judges not arriving, our lovely M&M judge had
been delayed and I was about to find a hat for Ruby when Mrs Shuttleworth
appeared in the tent! So relief all round and our Summer Show was underway. With
three of the judges bringing their own stewards, I only had to find a cob steward and
Vickie Gallagher had accepted my invitation for that task. My dear friend Tanya has
already committed herself to stewarding at all our events, so she took the M&M ring.
Talking of rings, poor Ruby and Angela had a real problem setting them up on the
Saturday as they were both involved in the Fell Breed show and didn’t arrive at the
showfield until 9pm to find that, once again, hay had been cut in one of the areas
where we usually set up some of our rings. Not only that, but I had increased our
rings to accommodate the Shetland Affiliated classes so they had to find space for
two more in another part of the showfield. They were trying to complete the task in
total darkness and I cannot thank them enough for their dedication. It would not
have been unreasonable to have abandoned the whole thing, but they stuck at it as
long as they could and then returned early the next morning to finish the job. We
made minor alterations to extend the Section A ring just before the classes were due
to commence and, once again, there were no shortage of willing helpers available to
get the job done.
Everything was carried out with good humour and any minor
problems sorted out with a minimum of fuss and total cooperation from all concerned.
As Vickie wasn’t needed until after the Welsh Ridden classes, she very kindly took
over in the Secretary’s tent, dispensing catalogues and numbers.
Ruby’s young
granddaughter took over when Vickie assumed her stewarding duties and did a
terrific job for one so young. Definitely a committee member of the future I think!!
Another supporter of our show, Mandy Mitchell, just came to watch but took over the
tannoy for me, which was a great help.
We had quite a few new competitors once

again which is always a pleasure as it brings new ponies and cobs into our rings. I was
pleasantly surprised at the number of Shetland’s who had turned up for their
affiliated classes and they needed no help from me to run them right through to
their Championship.
Young Ross De Lap took this honour and it was a pleasure to see him competing his
own ponies instead of stewarding for us. Unfortunately our RPH, HPB and WPB
entries were decidedly thin on the ground. Mrs Duke took both Riding Pony and Part
Bred Championships and Stephen Howard picked up the Hunter pony title with Mrs A
Conroy in Reserve. Although our M&M in hand classes were fairly well supported,
there were only actually seven forward on the day. Rebecca Rawlinson collected the
Championship with S D Gambage picking up Reserve. In the Young Handler classes,
Abbey Wallace too the 7-12yr trophy home and Rebekah Chambers won her trophy in
the 13 –16r old. Unfortunately this particular trophy has gone missing so I will be
sending her a small one she can keep.
Mrs Partridge was the first Welsh Judge to award her championships but she was
shortly followed by the other three rings so we could move straight onto the main
Supreme Championships. When I first started competing, I was told it would be a
waste of time taking a gelding into a mixed mare and gelding class as they would never
be placed above a mare. I don’t know how true that was but it was certainly a rare
occurrence to even see a gelding in the ring, let alone taking part in any championship.
Thankfully this is certainly not the case today and both Christopher Stansfield and
Stephen Howard, to name just two, not only feature in the section championships, but
often take top honours. The Reserve Section A Youngstock Champion this summer
was another gelding, Waitwith Silver Jem, owned by Mrs Proud. This little man then
went on to take the Supreme Gelding Championship and Reserve Supreme Welsh
Youngstock.
Meanwhile, Stephen’s young gelding, Boston Bulgari, took Reserve
Section B Youngstock championship and Reserve Supreme Gelding.
The Supreme
Youngstock title went to Andrea Brough’s Reckardi Jak Flash, who had taken the
Section A Youngstock crown. Andrea’s Bethel Morwena also featured in the overall
Section Championship, standing in Reserve spot. A Section C barren mare, Felinmor
Keepsake owned by Mr & Mrs Degnan, was awarded the Overall Supreme Welsh
Championship with Julie Devenney’s Section A baren mare, Julmar Sweet Rose in
reserve, ably shown by her daughter Abbie.
Karen Hepple took both Section C
Youngstock and Reserve Section Overall Champion titles with her very special
palamino filly, Karnarth Dolly Parton. I can remember Keepsake taking the overall
supreme foal championship several years ago and Sweet Rose is certainly no stranger
to our show rings.
Sally Potter’s Whisperdale Gold Dubloon took both Section B
Youngstock and Overall Championships with the other Cob title going to the Susie
Bennett’s Barren Mare, Malnor Maggie May. Dwayne Keenleyside took Section D
Youngstock honours and then stood reserve to Maggie May in the overall D
Championship. In the Welsh Ridden ring, Natalie Vincent took the Bryncannol Shield
and Performance Medal back home again with Hannah Atkinson standing reserve.
Rebecca Rawlinson took the M&M Ridden Championship with her prolific winning Fell,
Clarmount Star with our Mini Champion, Jessica Dowson, riding her new Section B

pony Beckside Golden Flute, into reserve spot. With both judges involved in the
Supreme Ridden Championship, the eventual winner was Natalie with Rebecca in
Reserve. With the showing complete I took our judges into the tent for some well
earned refreshment. While I was in hospitality mode, the rings were dismantled by
more willing helpers, too many to mention but your hard work was very much
appreciated.
As you know our committee is pretty small consisting of Ruby,
Kathryne, Carl and myself. Kathryne’s two daughters were competing at the major
Qualifying Championships down south and Carl was at another show. Without all the
help we received, it would not have been possible for us to be able to leave the
showfield by 3pm. Mandy even helped load the trailer and towed it back to it’s
winter home. You are a real star!!!

SUMMER SHOW RESULTS – 8th August 201O
Section A Y/Stock Champion
Reserve
Section A Overall Champion
Reserve
Section B Y/Stock Champion
Reserve
Section B Overall Champion
Reserve
Section C Y/Stock Champion
Reserve
Section C Overall Champion
Reserve
Section D Y/Stock Champion
Reserve
Section D Overall Champion
Reserve

Reckardi Jax Flash
Waitwith Silver Jem
Julmar Sweet Rose
Bethel Morwena
Whisperdale Gold Dubloon
Boston Bulgari
Whisperdale Gold Dubloon
Semicon Viola
Karnarth Dolly Parton
Blaengwen Hyeats
Felinmore Keepsake
Karnarth Dolly Parton
Keenleyside The Temptress
Pennal Pure Model
Melnor Maggie May
Keenleyside The Temptress

Andrea Brough
Mrs A Proud
Julie Devenney
Andrea Brough
Sally Potter
Stephen Howard
Sally Potter
Mr & Mrs Stewart
Karen Hepple
K Greaves
Mr & Mrs Degnan
Karen Hepple
Dwayne Keenleyside
Mr & Mrs Degnan
Susie Bennett
Dwayne Keenleyside

Millcroft Gelding Champion
Reserve

Waitwith Silver Jem
Boston Bulgari

Mrs A Proud
Stephen Howard

Supreme Y/Stock Welsh
Champion
Reserve

Whisperdale Gold Dubloon
Boston Bulgari

Sally Potter
Stephen Howard

Supreme Welsh Champion
Reserve

Felinmore Keepsake
Julmar Sweet Rose

Mr & Mrs Degnan

Riding Pony Champion
Reserve
Hunter Pony Champion
Reserve

Greenbarrow Queen of Hearts Mr & Mrs Duke
Ben Neaugh Blazing Jubilee Samantha Elliott
Boston Bravado
Stephen Howard
Hykos Isadora
Mrs A Conroy

Mountain & Moorland
Champion
Reserve

Clarmont Star
Roecliffe Fox’s Path

Part Bred Welsh Champion
Reserve

Greenbarrow Queen of Hearts Mr & Mrs Duke
Ben Neaugh Blazing Jubilee
Samantha Elliott

Rebecca Rawlinson
S D Gambage

Welsh Ridden - Performance Medal
Champion
Ffoslas Welsh Express
Reserve
Rhosymeirch Reflection

Natalie Vincent
Hannah Atkinson

M & M Mini Championship
Champion
Reserve

Beckside Golden Flute
Janpete Miss Maissie

Jessica Dowson
Libby Colmer

Supreme Ridden Championship
Champion
Reserve

Ffoslas Welsh Express
Clarmont Star

Natalie Vincent
Rebecca Rawlinson

FOAL SHOWS IN THE AREA
SUNDAY OCTOBER 17TH
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 7th

NCPA
SNWPCA

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 13TH
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 14TH
SUNDAY OCTOBER 31ST

Brenda Gray 01325 315277
Jean Redpath 01207 570793

NECWPCA
NPS

Charity Show

Mags 0191 3771928

Norma Thompson 0191 3778771
Mrs Callender 01325 355653

MEMBER’S RESULTS AROUND THE COUNTRY
Young Amy Scott competed at the Royal International Championship and
came a very creditable 4th out of 17 competitors in the P(UK) Young
Riders under 14years – Small Breeds. Not bad for a young lady not long
off Lead Rein!

Norma qualified her home bred Dales, Manorian Mischief, for HOYS,
much to her obvious delight.
P(UK) CHAMPIONSHIPS REPORT – by Stephanie Cubelloe (14)
We arrived at P(UK) on Monday as we had an early entry pass so we could come
straight from the Amateur Showing Championship at Grantham. There were quite a
lot of people there on the Monday and we had a lovely lady and her daughter as our
neighbours for the week called Kathleen and Becky. The weather was lovely and
sunny so after settling the ponies into their stables, we went for a look around. The
show wasn’t fully set up with the stalls still arriving and setting up their stock etc.
On Monday night there had been only two lines of horseboxes and tents in the
duration stay area, but by Tuesday night there was at least six, maybe more in places.
Unfortunately on Monday night it rained heavily and our stables flooded for the first
time and we had to replace all the bedding in our stables. The weather was great for
the next two days and the rings were set up and the show commenced. There was a
good entry for our classes with mainly 20 plus in most.
Unfortunately, on the
Wednesday, because of large entries, I missed two of my three classes that day. I
did however make up for it the next day by being placed 10th in a class of 26 in the
potential competition horse or pony. I was very pleased with Ffyddlon as he had to
do a 3 loop serpentine in canter which was quite difficult for him as he is still quite
babyish and can be clumsy at times. What made it even better was, whilst doing his
display, there was a big thunder storm with torrential rain, including lightening. The
rain continued off and on, mainly on, for the next 3 days, putting a bit of a dampener
on the show. We loved watching the evening performances and all the championships
taking place in the main ring under lights. The atmosphere was great listening to all
the cheers and screams as the horses did their gallop passed the stands. On the
Friday night, Chloe and I were lucky enough to be in one of the evening performances,
as we had taken part in the Concurs D’elegance class on the afternoon in torrential
rain. Our dresses were so wet they stuck to the horses and made rising to the trot
quite difficult, so we decided to do sitting trot instead! We were then all asked to
go in the evening performance where the top ten would be announced. There were
47 in the class. Mum had to dry out our dresses as best she could with a hair dryer
in the stable manager’s office. We must say a big thankyou at this point to the
stable managers, as they were brill and helped out on more than one occasion and I
didn’t fancy putting on a wet dress. I was excited to be going in to the evening
performance but due to the large class it made finding a space to work difficult and
when they called us into the line up, it was like a free for all, with a lot of ponies
prancing around in the line up, which was quite unsettling for the other horses and
ponies. We were really pleased when Chloe was called into 5th place and was the
highest placed dress. Later that night, Chloe went into another championship for the
NW Supporters M&M WHP as the 1st placed Lee Smith rider in her class in the
afternoon. It was raining so hard when Chloe was jumping her round, complete with
lightening and thunder, we didn’t think Rush would do very well, as he does not like

getting wet, but Chloe really rode well and Rush responded and jumped clear, gaining a
third place overall and 1st place Lee Smith. (At this point a big thankyou goes to
Kathleen and Becky for drying out her jacket for the next day.) In the evening
performance, Chloe and Rush go 1st Reserve Champion, which was brilliant.
Rush really enjoyed the evening performances and showed off doing his lovely
extension across the diagonal to a well deserved cheer from the audience. Chloe and
Rush really enjoyed their gallop to the whoops and hollers, although I think Chloe
enjoyed it too much as she lives the speed!!!!!! We took him back to the stables for a
well deserved rest after his excitement, only to find their stables had flooded
AGAIN!!! This time Ffyddlon was standing in 3 inches of water on top of his bed, as
all the ponies stabled in the bottom end were. We tried to get out as much of the
water as we could and put in another two bales of shavings to try to make him
comfortable. On Friday morning we got up for our 9am Young Handlers class. Chloe
I was in the next class but
and Rush were in the first class and got 5th.
unfortunately as I went in the ring it started raining again and when I went to do my
trot round Ffyddlon was OK one minute and badly lame the next. The judge did say I
could use another pony, but as Chloe had taken Rush back to his stable to get him
ready for his next class my chance of a placing were nil. We took Ffyddlon straight
up to the vets and he thought it could be a muscle spasm so we were told to boxrest
him and keep him warm. This was hard to do in a wet stable. I also missed my last
class in the afternoon so we decided that as soon as Chloe had done her ridden
championship, we would go home so the horses could have a good rest in their own
DRY stables. Despite the weather we had a good time and can’t wait to go back next
year. We will however pay the extra for an indoor stable. Mind you, the way our
luck goes it will probably be a heat wave all week. LOL!
Congratulations to all the competitors from the North East on your good placings.
Roll on the Winter Champs.

AMATEUR SHOWING SOCIETY CHAMPIONSHIPS – by Chloe Cubelloe
(aged 12)
‘Amateurs’ is a really friendly championship with a great atmosphere. It is
perfect for novice horses and riders, as producers and people and
horse/ponies who compete and get placed at Hoys and Olympia, up to 5th
place, can’t compete. At Amateurs there’s a great variety of classes to do
from in hand, Whp, fun classes and, of course, ridden. Also, if you get 1st or
2nd in your class, then there is an evening performance where you compete
for Champion and Reserve. If you are lucky enough to get placed, then you
will go forward to the Supreme Championship on the final night. There are
also loads of fun classes, such as Concours d’elegance, prettiest eyes, odd
colours etc. In the evening performance, there is also Lorry dogs, pairs and
fancy dress.
You can also get another chance of getting in an evening

performance by taking part in the consolation ridden or in hand class at the
beginning of the evening and go forward to it’s own championship. All in
all, Amateurs is a really great show to go to where the people are really
friendly and lots of friends can be made. This year I got 1st Novice WHP, 3rd
Open WHP and 5th in Young Handlers. Stephanie and I won the pairs,
which was fun as Rush and Fflyddlons paces are so different LOL! I was
also 4th in the Concours d’elegance and reserve WHP champion. Stephanie
won the young handlers and was 3rd in the novice ridden. We had a great
weekend. (sent from my iPhone)

BEF SPORTS PONY/HORSE FUTURITY GRADINGS
I have been interested in running Potential Sport Pony/Horse classes at our shows for
some time so was particularly interested in the Futurity Gradings that are held all over the
country and, most especially, the one held at Richmond EC on 9th August. So I decided
to take my Section B yearling filly, Llandar Mimosa Sunset, along to see just what it was all
about. On the application form I had to nominate one of three disciplines I thought most
suitable for my pony. With eventing, dressage and show jumping on offer, it was really a
case of taking an uneducated guess, as I do not participate in any of the above. I decided
on show jumping, but I discovered on the day that the assessors can change the discipline
if they feel your animal would be more suited to one of the ones you didn’t select.
The first hurdle to overcome was the plaiting! With a hasty lesson from Samantha
Wallace, I sort of managed her tail and Elaine tackled the mane! Hoping marks would not
be deducted for less than perfect plaits, we turned up at the venue early so that we could
see first hand what would be expected of Gracie and me. All the entrants have to be
vetted, which was no more than a visual inspection and a walk and trot. However, the
marks awarded by the vet are counted in the overall score so are extremely important.
The gradings were held in the main arena where three assessors stood each allotting their
mark for the following:
1. Frame & Build for show jumping. (10) Your horse should have a rectangular
proportional build with horizontal back and proportional leg length. Good poll and
head/neck connection with clean throat latch. Long arched neck, not set too low,
with more muscling to top line than underneath the neck. Strongly built back and
loin with good wither, shoulder and saddle position. The equine as a whole should
give a proportional balanced impression. (Gracie scored 8 with the comment –
Scopey, good)
2. Correctness of paces Walk for SJ. (10) Your horse should show a marching walk
which is active, straight and has impulsion. The horse should show suppleness
through the body, which is seen in a swinging stride, should be free in the shoulder
and elbow and show some over track, but need not step excessively far in front of
the body. (Scored 8.75 – Athletic good walk)
3. Correctness of paces for Trot for SJ (10) Your horse should show a good 2-time
gait which is active, straight, rhythmical and has impulsion and purpose. There
should be suppleness through the body with balance and self carriage on the
straight and on the turns. There should be some lightness of footfall. (Scored 7.75
– Sufficient for jumping pony)
4. Athleticism Canter plus the suitability of all three paces for SJ (20)
Canter: Your horse should show a 3-time gait which is active, straight, rhythmical
and has impulsion and purpose. The horse should show suppleness through the

body and self carriage on the straight and on the turns/direction changes. The
horse should be able to lengthen and shorten its stride without loss of rhythm or
balance. There should be a lightness of footfall and the body should remain
horizontal or have a slight rise/lift in front.
All paces: Should show good joint flexion and effective use of the body to balance
turns and direction changes. (Scored 16 – Scopey a little high at times)
5. Attitude for SJ (10) Alert and attentive seen by showing interest in their
surrounding, yet sufficiently calm to be able to stand quietly. Desire to move
forward in all paces without excessive encouragement. (Scored 8.25 – Sweet,
could be a little more bold)
We entered the ring and walked round at the back of the arena while the previous horse’s
performance was being read out. We then walked the triangle and then again at trot
before I took the lead off Gracie and chased her away. She did canter and trot out well
then stood quietly, much to my amazement after her escapade at North Yorkshire, and let
me hook her up again. We then went forward to hear our grading and comments. The
assessors were extremely friendly and certainly put this nervous person at her ease.
Their general comments were along the lines that Gracie had a kind temperament and
would be eminently suitable for a child’s competition pony. They would have liked to see
her explore the whole arena, hence the comment above. Overall, Gracie received a First
Premium, which certainly pleased us all! I was most impressed with the whole day and
would certainly repeat the exercise. Just wish I had known about it before Prydwen
became too old! Bearing in mind Gracie was being judged purely as a ridden equine, not
as an example of her breed, it has spurred me on to run the Potential Sport Pony/Horse
classes at our Foal Show in November, where all competitors will be judged on their
performance potential alone. As I am limited to showing my ponies in hand, I feel this is a
half way house between pure in hand classes and those under saddle, in any discipline. I
sincerely hope I will not be the only one thinking along these lines and we can attract good
entries on the day. The classes will be held in the main arena straight after the In Hand
Championships so will effectively use the time we used to take with the Ridden Classes.

NEW RIDDEN & WHP SHOW – Saturday 9th October
Kathryne has put a lot of hard work into organising this event and our hope is that we
have good entries. We have already booked the E C for next year but brought it
forward a week. So we are now committed to this show and hope if fills the needs of
all our ridden competitors. However, we are always open to suggestions, comments
and constructive criticism, so we eagerly await yours! It is always a bit of a gamble
offering entries on the day, but we have done so this year with a slight increase in
entry fees. I already have Kevin and Jane Stewart as stewards, although I may pop
her upstairs to go on the mike! She did such a great job at our last ridden event.
Which means I will need at least another two stewards, so if there are any volunteers
out there who would like a tasty lunch and bottle of something red, white or rose,
please let me know. E mailing is best if possible.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
Just a quick reminder for your Diary! We will be holding our third Christmas shindig at
the usual venue in Coxhoe on Saturday 18th December. Full details and booking form

have been included in this package and will also be included in the Foal Show Schedule
and we will have tickets available at that event. I am sure Jane Stewart will also be
running around with them at some point!

YOUNG ACHIEVER’S AWARDS
We are changing the format of these awards for next year’s AGM
and are asking the young people themselves to nominate their one
single outstanding achievement of 2010. It must be their own work
and we will accept entries that are e mailed, hand written and
posted or arrive via carrier pigeon or pony express!!! We will not
be deducting marks for spelling mistakes or grammatical errors.
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
We are also changing the way this is awarded and are asking for
your nominations. No restrictions on age, sex or ability but we
would like your input. If you could also make sure we have
something on paper, rather than just a telephone or personal
message, that would greatly assist the committee. It could be a
single outstanding achievement or reflect a collection of them that
would merit our award. In the past we have honoured ponies and
cobs, Pony & Cob Studs, families who have worked as a team and
many individuals who have displayed that very special something
that sets them apart, either for that particular season or even as a
way of life.

WE HAVE A LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE TO DISPLAY YOUR
STUD DETAILS ON OUR ASSOCIATION PAGE IN THE
WELSH PONY & COB SOCIETY’S 2011 GREEN JOURNAL.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM BELOW BY 1st OCTOBER 2010
AND RETURN IT, TOGETHER WITH A CHEQUE FOR £10.OO,
TO:

MRS. M. RANDALL, AVENUE FARM, THE AVENUE,
COXHOE, CO. DURHAM, DH6 4AF
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
PLEASE ADD OUR STUD DETAILS TO THE ASSOCIATION’S PAGE IN
THE GREEN JOURNAL. I ENCLOSE A CHEQUE FOR £10.00

NAME OF STUD…………………………………………………………………..…..
NAME………………………………………………………………………………………….
ADDRESS…………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………..POST CODE…………….
TEL: NOS;………………………………………………………………………………….
E.MAIL……………………………………………………………………………………….
WEB SITE…………………………………………………………………………………

SIGNATURE…………………………………………………………………

NORTH EASTERN COUNTIES WELSH PONY & COB ASSOCIATION
ARE HOLDING THEIR ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS PARTY
AT THE COXHOE WORKING MENS CLUB – Saturday 18TH December
2010
7.30PM – 11.30PM

DISCO - GAMES - BUFFET
TICKETS: £7.00 ADULTS
£4.50 CHILDREN (12 YEARS AND UNDER)
(Including a gift from Santa)
(Please note that food and drink may not be taken into the Club!)
PLEASE ORDER YOUR TICKETS ON THE FORM BELOW AND FORWARD TO
MESDAMES CUBELLO & STEWART, CEDAR HOUSE, 29 CHURCH ST. COXHOE, CO.
DURHAM DH6 4HE , TOGETHER WITH SAE FOR THE RETURN OF YOUR TICKETS.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
PLEASE SUPPLY…………………….ADULT @ £7.00 …………………….CHILDREN @ £4.50 (12
YRS & UNDER)
TOTAL AM0UNT ENCLOSED £…………………………………………………………
NAME…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
ADDRESS…………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
TEL:……………………………………………………………….

